TSU Students Appear On KHOU-TV's Great Day Houston

The students of Texas Southern represented the University well! TSU had the great honor of being invited to be in the audience of Channel 11’s Great Day Houston Show that aired Friday, August 29th, 2008 at 10 a.m. The TSU student audience consisted of: Natia Simon (SGA President - Public Administration), Aleen Smith (Senior, RTF major), Ashley Bingham (Business Marketing), Katiera Winfrey (Broadcast Journalism), Christopher Gaston (Health Care Administration), Red Simpson (Computer Science/RTF), Jordan Pope (Pre-Med/Biology) and Tiara Willis (UPC President – Biology/Pre-Nursing). Not only did our students participate in the audience, but were also able to film a commercial regarding the upcoming inaugural celebrations for TSU’s 11th president, Dr. John M. Rudley. Festivities include the Jazz Hall of Fame Concert. (For additional information, please go to WWW.TSU.EDU/JAZZHONORS.) Inaugural activities will be held from September 3 – 6.